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Brighter Strategies
Better process Brighter results

PURPOSE: Determines your current state and the steps necessary to 
reach a desired future-state. 

BENEFITS: Provides a clear understanding of where you are and where 
you want to be so that you can make informed and specific decisions 
about your organization’s future and how it needs to change.

PREPARE
•   Determine the agenda and distribute at least 3 days in advance. If 

you ask for feedback on the agenda be sure to leave time for changes.

•  Have the Meeting Planner and For Later Discussion graphic organizers 
posted so that they are visible by all participants. 

•   Provide each participant with pens and post-it notes as needed. Also 
consider snacks, beverages, and lunch.

FACILITATE
•  Review all elements of the Meeting Planner graphic organizer with 

participants. Continually refer back to the agenda throughout the 
meeting to keep discussion centered on the stated purpose and 
specified agenda items. 

BRIghT IdEAS

•  Decide if you will identify the areas that you plan to 
analyze, or if you want the staff to decide those during 
the meeting.

•  Be sure to include staff members that can provide a 
broad organizational perspective. Also include key 
leaders to invest their knowledge and perspective and 
encourage support.

•  Bring any relevant data that has already been 
compiled for your organization, or sister organizations.

•  Bring any stakeholder data and input that might be 
relevant, and staff that has knowledge of their opinions.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 2 – 3 HoursGap Anaylsis

•  Share the vision of this meeting — the overarching goals and desired 
outcomes. You might want them to focus on an area such as:

 • Program elements

 • Strategic planning

 • Reviewing survey feedback

 • Staff development
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YOUR gRAPhIC ORgANIZER CONSISTS OF ThE FOLLOWINg ELEMENTS:
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Space Between to List 
Ideas that Bridge the Gap
• Specific actions

• Ideas for further consideration

• Data gathering

• Action teams

Volunteer Participation Oct. 25

135 Registered Volunteers

65 Regularly Active 
Volunteers

No Formal Recruitment 
Strategy

Infrequent  
Reward/Incentives

Outdated Training

Pot-Luck Luncheon 

250 Registered Volunteers

200 Regularly Active Volunteers

Strategic Recruitment Strategy

Active Reward/Incentive Program

Updated Training

Dinner/Auction/Gala

Where Are  
We Now?
•  Gather information from 

different perspectives

•  Use data points

•  Determine staff 
perceptions

Where Do We 
Want to Be?
•  Future goals

• Financial needs

• Added services

• Improved functionality

See page 4 for large example of the Gap Analysis
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FACILITATE continued

•  Point out the For Later Discussion graphic organizer so that 
participants anticipate a solution if they don’t have an opportunity to 
air their ideas or concerns. 

dISCUSS

•  Consider where your organization is currently and post those 
observations with post-it notes on the “Where Are We Now?” side 
of the mountain. This can be done either in small or large groups 
depending upon the number of participants.

•  Have participants consider where your organization could or should 
be and post those observations on the “Where Do We Want to Be?” 
side of the mountain.

•  Brainstorm ideas and strategies to bridge the gap, write them on  
post-it notes and place them in the space under the bridge. These 
might include:

 • Free flowing ideas

 • Action items

 • Concrete strategies based on data brought to the meeting

 • Focused on a particular program or division

 • Visioning ideas for strategic planning

•  Consider: Will you need to gather more data, assign an action team, 
table some elements for the future, set deadlines?

•  Conclude the meeting by summarizing the discussion, decisions made, 
tasks delegated, deadlines, and any action required by participants. 

•  Depending on the time available, either address For Later Discussion 
items or place them on the agenda for the next meeting. Include in 
the summary any review plans for follow-up or the need to schedule 

any succeeding meetings. It is far easier to schedule the next meeting 
while everyone is at the table then it is to wait and contact each 
participant individually. 

BRIghT IdEAS

•  Control dominating individuals — Make sure each 
individual has a fair chance of expressing ideas  
and opinions. Do not let one person dominate  
the discussion.

•  Ensure that quiet participants are expressing their 
ideas and opinions. You may need to directly call on 
the quiet member and ask them for their opinion or 
for any ideas they would like to share. Remind them 
that silence is agreement (a suggested ground rule) 
and that each has a responsibility for the outcome.

•  If participants are not happy with group outcome 
remind them they can air their concerns with the 
“For Further Discussion” items and be sure to place 
that discussion in the next meeting’s agenda.
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Volunteer Participation Oct. 25

135 Registered Volunteers

65 Regularly Active 
Volunteers

No Formal Recruitment 
Strategy

Infrequent  
Reward/Incentives

Outdated Training

Pot-Luck Luncheon 

250 Registered Volunteers

200 Regularly Active Volunteers

Strategic Recruitment Strategy

Active Reward/Incentive Program

Updated Training

Dinner/Auction/Gala


